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Abstract
Communicating with loved ones, lovers, partners, spouses involves naturally expressing, handling and understanding emotions. In a highly technologically society, interaction in this context is nowadays commonly assisted by technological interfaces, such as cell phones and computers.
How is emotion handled and transmitted throughout these interfaces? How do people express intimate emotions in technological mediated communication systems? Are those systems prepared to handle emotions without corrupting them?
In the perspective of Communication Design and Interaction Design, this paper discusses some of the recent literature about the subject and outlines some possible directions for the development of technological mediated communication interfaces, which might promote emotional expression discourses.

Body and mind work together when dealing with emotions: the body expresses emotion (tone of voice, facial expressions, body posture, physiological data); the mind works with feelings and is sensitive to external ideas. Without a face-to-face communication, the emotional expression of the body might not be seen.
Developments in communication interfaces indicate a growth in technology that provides body presence: incorporating video image, real time speech, integrating sensors, as a way to promote closeness. But the mind is resourceful and even without that input it has been shown that, in computer mediated communication, the communication of emotions is more explicit and more frequently, in opposition to face-to-face communication.
Some studies suggest that the input of subjective information related to emotions should be considered, in preference to objective information as physiological data: that personal emotional interpretation is a richer field to explore, in order to communicate emotions.
The use of ambiguous and evocative context driven, personal, narrative related elements, seems to be a promising direction.
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1. Connection, relational – the world today

Connection is the central word. Everyone is connected to someone, all the time. People are connected as communities in social nets through the web and through their mobile phones, during work and leisure periods. And every part of the connection is able to be commercialized: everything is turned into a product and carries the possibility of being transformed into money. This is the reflection of contemporary occidental city life.

Contemporary art reflects, questions and rethinks life, so today’s art reflects on interaction, social interactions, interpersonal relationship and interactions, and communication is all around.

It proposes alternative models to the profoundly rigid and “marketing” relationship models. This is the perspective of Relational Aesthetics theory proposed by Michael Bourriaud. That in today’s society what can’t be commercialized will soon disappear; that social connections between people are transformed into “standardized artifacts”, which are observed and controlled. This major idea was already present in Gui Débord’s “The society of spectacle”, from 1967, were he claimed that the relationships between people aren’t directly lived by them, but blurred as a “spectacular representation” created by capitalism. However Bourriaud takes it a step further when proposing the “Society of Extras”, a more contemporary vision: in this society the individual is no longer passive, but has a minimum action, promoted by the marketing forces.

The word relational is central in this discussion, for it creates cconnection and it’s the basis in communication. And related to communication with emotions, the word artifact as also been used before: Sherry Turkle uses specifically “relational artifact”, related to the use of computers as communication tools and companies (pet robots) to promote emotional perception; one decade before Turkle, the reference to the importance of promoting the involvement with an artifact in order to create affect was already stated.

2. Communicating emotions: Body and mind

Being the “stage” where emotions perform, the body shows information through emotional expression: the tone of voice, the facial expressions, the body posture, heart rate, skin sudation, pupil dilatation, among others. It might be called objective information, for it can be gathered, captured and stored as data. According to Damásio, what distinguishes emotions from feelings is the fact that emotions are directed to the exterior whilst feelings to the interior of the person. Under this perspective, the experience of feelings in a person (and by a person) is something subjective, because it is connected to a whole group of personal experiences, rooted in a
specific personality, surrounded by a particular environment and culture. And it only exists due to the conscience of the self and it’s an inside representation, derived from the conscience of emotion and the conscience of self.

But if the body is the place where emotion happens, should the mind be the “house” of reason? For Damásio, the feelings are internal, therefore they happen in the mind, where the inside representation occurs. The “Theory of the Affects” developed by the philosopher Baruch Spinoza might give some perspectives on the duality of body and mind, as well of emotion and reason. It presents the correlation between body and mind: the mind is has the power of thought and is receptive to external ideas; while the body is has the power of action and is sensitive to other bodies. Although separated and autonomous entities, they developed together and work side-by-side. They both have the power to construct (act) and the ability to be changed (affected). Consequently, according to this theory, there’s a connection between the power to act and the power to be emotionally affected — the more a person can be affected, more he or she has the ability to act. What we have called Reason is under the Spinozian perspective the power to act: action of the mind but also the action of the body. And Emotion is the power to be affected: happens both in body and in mind.

So, body and mind work together when dealing with emotions and reason: the body expresses emotion but also acts based on thought; and the mind constructs feelings and it is sensitive to external ideas, from which produces new ideas and theories.

If the expression of emotion is mainly in the body, what happens when the body is not present in the communication process? Without a face-to-face communication, the emotional expression of the body might not be seen.

3. Emotion and communication interfaces

How is emotion handled and transmitted throughout interfaces? How do people express intimate emotions in technological mediated communication systems? Are those systems prepared to handle emotions without corrupting them?

With the proliferation of technological mediated communication, the visual image of the body was the first to disappear, with the phone, then the voice with the keyboard and computer.

When people started to communicate without being face-to-face, new forms and new strategies of communication were invented. Already in the beginning of the 1990s, a study indicated the necessity of the development of technologies that allow communicating when physical presence was not possible. And it also advocated the importance of psychological and physical contexts as motivating and important aspects in communication.
New technologies that "cut off" the body from the communication process were invented, but also cutting edge new ones were created, which brought the "body back to the battlefield".

Developments in communication interfaces indicate a growth in technology systems and products that provide body presence: incorporating video image, real time speech, integrating sensors, as a way to promote closeness.

It has been developed specially on moving, wearable products, which allow the user to carry them at all times and also to give the possibility of personalizing it. One of the most powerful communication tools nowadays is the mobile phone. Researchers and companies have been focusing their attention on mobile phones interface design in order to infer user's behaviour, and to promote richer forms of communication (more attractive to the user). Besides image, real time video conference, access to the internet, as well as other functions, the integration of sensors in mobile phones is now a common feature. A few years ago, some of the leading companies, like Apple, were already researching on and implementing sensors on their products.¹⁵

But the mind is resourceful and even without the input of the expression of emotions, it has been shown that in computer mediated communication, the communication of emotions is more explicit and more frequently, opposing to face-to-face communication. This appears to be a contradiction, but might be explain by the reduction of physical/body tensions, specially in timid individuals and the consequent liberation feeling it produces on them.¹⁶

4. Communication interfaces that convey emotion: several aspects

The Communication Design (but also Industrial Design) perspective on designing interfaces for interpersonal communication has a strong social facet.¹⁷ So, there are two aspects considered fundamental, when designing interfaces: to incorporate meaning in the interface itself, and not only to communicate meaning through the contents; create or make use of a set of techniques which allow involving the user. According to Leo and Budd¹⁸ there are some characteristics the interface should hold, in order to be effective: it must reflect or express a personality; be interactive or allow interaction; talks about a context; and that the design experience that is conceived for the user possesses a narrative.

For creating an engaging interface, the study of emotions should be focused in the ability to express emotion that will consequently promote user's emotion. Zagalo research helps to establish a direction to multimedia entertainment through the study of narrative. He points out the importance of adapting the emotional context use in cinema, to the interactive virtual narrative (INV). Also that in cinema the emotional spectrum is broader than in INV: in INV there is tension which promotes the user excitement and frustration, followed by the user's relaxation. Due to this lack of emotional
variety, the user is less interested in the narrative and therefore less emotionally engaged by it, than in the cinema.19

In this same direction Foucault et al.20 show, in their study, that it is important to enlarge the range of emotions taking also in account the negative ones. They are also a fundamental part of the human emotional diversity and, in fact, they produce empathy among individuals (in a same community) trough feelings of strangeness and curiosity, and subsequently promote interpersonal communications.

One other study presents the importance of context: the communication of emotional content and the expression of emotion is closely connected to personal meaning. With the pieces “Traces”21 and “Blossom”22, applied to the context of one family emotional communication, the design for personal significance is the central concern of this project. Here the communication of emotion within a family is made with affective digital jewels, and will relate (as each element will express) the continuum emotional flow of specific situations in a family.23

This is a experimental alternative piece of technology which works as an acceptable place for highly emotional personal statements. And the object (each jewel) also acquires the state of emotional entity24: the jewels act as an interface for expressing emotional content and they also possess the artifact, wearable, in the user qualities.

The recent review of Derk et al.25 clarifies that there are two types of communicating emotions in Computer Mediated Communication systems: those which explicitly examine emotions and the expression of emotions with an objective approach; others which implicitly examine emotions through self-disclosure or emotional styles.

About the type of emotional information to use, Leahu et al.26 suggest that the input of subjective information should be considered, in preference to objective information as physiological data. The fact is that personal emotional interpretation is a richer field to explore, in order to communicate emotion. And in the majority of the systems and products analysed, objective information is usually unfortunately used (it’s easier to work with) as substitute for subjective experiences. This study recommends making use of user’s emotional interpretation: to communicate emotion to the user from ambiguous and evocative aesthetic elements.27 One good example of this approach is the project “Affective Diary”28, whereas the relation between objective signals and subjective states “is a complex form of human interpretation”.29 Another aspect that is pointed by this study approach, and also consonant with previous section (I.Context, as indicated by Turkle30 and Tan31) is the “possibility of generating an emotional artifact, personalized by the user”32.
5. Conclusions

The design of interfaces that communicate or express emotion is a current attention focus. In the field of Communication Design, social concern makes it fundamental to explore an approach more concentrated in the user and on his possibilities of expression emotion. The use of ambiguous and evocative context driven, personal, narrative related elements, seems to be a promising direction. The design of the communication interface as an artifact, rises other dimensions of emotion expression, making it even more complex and richer. Also important to retain that the design experience projected for the user should possess a narrative, as a way to engage and to allow him a richer and gratifying communication experience.
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